
Hammersmith Amateur Regatta - Annual General Meeting minutes 

24 January 2017 

Attendees: Jimmy Pigden (JP), Mark Lavender (ML), Stephen Aitken (SA), Julie Watson (JW), Alan 
Saunders (AS), Georgina Hartley (GH), Charlie Pretzlik (CP), Kate Rennoldson (KR), Mike de Paoli 
(MdP) 

Apologies: Richard Moseley (RM) 

Minutes of last year’s AGM 

Agreed. 
 
Only matter arising  

 

Accepted minutes of last year’s AGM. 

Treasurer’s report 

Financial Summary for 2017/18 
We have approx. £4,300 in account from last year. 
We made a loss of c. £1,000 in 2017. This was mainly due to needing to use Chas Newens 
launches that were more expensive than others. 

 

Secretary’s report 

 
 

 

 

Election of officers 

Position Officer Proposed Seconded  
President J Pigden J Watson S Aitken Agreed 
Secretary K Rennoldson J Watson S Aitken Agreed 
Treasurer A Saunders J Watson K Rennoldson Agreed 

Safety Advisor C Pretzlik J Watson S Aitken Agreed 
Chairman of the 
race committee 

J Watson K Rennoldson A Saunders Agreed 

Committee T Koch 
S Aitken 

R Moseley 
M Lavender 

G Hartley 
M de Paoli 

K Rennoldson J Watson Agreed 

Auditor N Fontaine K Rennoldson J Pigden Agreed 
Past Presidents J Hopkins 

J Booker 
D Porteus 

   



 

 

Any other business 

KR to contact the past presidents to update them on the regatta and invite them to attend. 
 

  



Hammersmith Amateur Regatta – planning meeting minutes 

30 January 2018 

 

Regatta timing 
Tide times: 

 Low tide: 1100 
 High tide: 1429 

Morning session: 08:00 – 10:30 
Lunchtime session: 11:30 – 14:00 

 Afternoon session: 15:00 – c. 18:00 

 

Entries 

Same events as last year, with advice to 2- / 4- that we expect a higher standard and may reject 
crews that we feel (based on points) do not have the experience. Crews who feel that they have 
more experience than their points suggest can make the case for racing coxless boats. 
We won’t have more than three rounds. 
Ideal event size is 4 
JW to discuss with representatives of other regattas – suggest neutral, such as A, B, C, D or 1, 2, 3, 
4. 
Keeping self-steered boats away from top of the tide 
Juniors on ebb tide 
Keep heats and finals close together. 
1x - £17 
2x/- - £34 
4: £64 
8: £112 
 

Entries and draw – actions from wash up: 
 Try not to put self-steering junior crews near to top of the tide 
 We ended up with a number of crews from the same club racing each other in the first 

round; we should aim to separate crews from the same club where possible to opposite 
sides of the draw 

 We have had feedback asking us to move some of the finals earlier in the day (for the 
benefit of juniors with exams) 

 The umpires draw should be set up for the direction of the tide (Surrey on left for ebb tide 
racing; Middlesex on left for flood tide racing) 

 It was helpful to have time between closing entries and doing the draw to get agreement 
to moving crews between events to make competition 

KR raised suggestion that we schedule J14 and J15 events such that the rounds are run relatively 
close together to keep winners on the water and reduce the likelihood of them being late to the 
start. 

 

Other actions outstanding from wash up meeting 



Information for competitors 
 To have person on pontoon / beach to warn crews advising crews, including aiming to 

boat opposition together 
 Registration to reiterate circulation pattern 
 Put up circulation patterns on display near to FSC (MdP to action) 
 Include guidance to competitors on where to put race numbers – two provided; one for 

bow’s racing kit and one for their marshalling kit 
Information for umpires: 

 Latecomers: following some very late crews in 2016, we should advise umpires to allow a 
maximum of 15mins before starting without the absent crew. 

 Can all umpires launches on the way back to the start be reminded that they should make 
as little wash as possible. Races seems to come down in groups so the launches go back in 
groups and then cause wash. 

 Radio Traffic – Keeping it to a minimum, there was an issue when the umpire’s rota 
change did not go to plan. We will have to keep in mind for next year. 

Other actions: 
 When we get finish line site out then we have the piece of wood required to attach it to 

the balcony railing 
 We should ensure that the regatta buys umpires a drink at the end of the regatta. Suggest 

providing beer tokens [KR]. 
 We were low on loo roll (23 rolls was not enough) 

 

Other discussion 

AS passed on advice from head race safety advisors’ meeting that radio traffic is recorded for later 
use in the event that there is a ‘catastrophic’ incident. 

 RM to get quote from for recording equipment from the radios company and, if a 
reasonable cost, order that. 

 KR to speak to Daniel Walker to get the details of the British Rowing contact and 
escalation procedure 

SA has almost completed the welfare documentation. There are a few outstanding aspects 
 NW to confirm to SA the name of the medical cover providers to include in welfare 

documentation 
 KR to print two copies of contact numbers for junior crew coaches for the day of the 

regatta, to be held at registration and race control 
The committee discussed the possibility of using the British Rowing pontoon. 

 KR to contact BR about borrowing a key 
KR has received an email from an overseas crew keen to enter the regatta. She will contact British 
Rowing and then put the crew in touch with the relevant person to enable them to determine 
what status they would race at. 

 KR to contact BR to get contact for  
Chris Davidson can help on the day. 

 
 
 
 


